Only Overwhelming Judgment of Science could overcome the ‘10/10/11,19
Overwhelming Difficulties in Global Countermeasure against CCC.
Overwhelming illusion(climate change is real,but nothing countermeasure)has been ruling
this world.In fact,there is nothing absolute difficulty due to something principles.Then
key is overwhelming science judgment concluding “Uique Global Climate Policy.”

[Difficulty#１]:Why people(not in CCC) has been hating honest debate on
actual countermeasure on Climate Change Crisis(CCC).
98% climate scientists agree climate change is due to man-made massive CO2 emission.
If you discuss climate crisis,most of amateur people would encounter decisive despair.
Once you see massive social activities which has been going on by fossil fuel burning and
also themselves having been emitting massive CO2 emission in their own life such as
electric power,gas heater,gasoline cars,you will not easily allow possibility of turning way of
those life.However the most difficulties is not due to such individual personal opinion,
but due to a decisive social fact that “the Capitalism Ruler would not allow revolutional
change for countermeasure for climate change,unless something extraordinary ”
Income assurance for each is due to belonging capitalism regime(on job,but not jobless).
The regime dynamics is that of a bicycle running which is to stumble if without running.
Which is called market growth(the most decisive concept in capitalism running).
Therefore capitalism is entirely cursed to promote luxury life in people for the growth,which
has been heavily in narcotic for most of people with massive synchronous paralyzing
on climate change crisis(CCC) demanding reduction of CO2 and stop the growth.
☞:If without growth,investments could not gain anymore, which turn debt repayment
difficult(generating bankruptcy toward chain reaction). So no growth is hated by capitalists
*Zero sum theorem in finance:０＝Total Bonds－Total Debts.
As could be evident,growth in capitalism is increasing Bonds and Debts equally and
simultaneously.Therefore bankruptcy is to generated at point of the maximum value.
While the counter measure for CCC is calling for almost nothing CO2(best policy), which
would decisively turn the growth down.Thus people getting income by capitalism could not
easily deny the regime . On the other hand,also government has been depending on the
regime for tax income supplied by capitalism gain.
On the other hand,growing of climate crisis by nothing CO2 reduction would
relentlessly turn this world to become hell with speed up.This is nothing,but decisive
fact none can deny.
Then how about mind of capitalists the rulers with their subordinates in this world now ?.
They are old enough,so they have been thinking of their death in the capitalism regime.

After all, nothing relief at all.They has entirely been thinking of conserving the regime by
intentionally and entirely shutting down climate debates in media and education.
This may be the majority state of this world at now !!.

[Difficulty#２]：Outrageous Scale of the(1＋3) Projects.
As for most of amateur people,at first,they feel impossibility in realizing outrageous scale of
global countermeasure such as 80％ CO2 reduction.A reason may be almost nothing
serious debate on the problem(ignorant and apathy). Another reason may be that they will
do nothing,because also many of others will not do effective countermeasure for CCC
(Ensemble Synchronous Paralyzing which may be unconscious brain washing by media).
Thus most of them had become to believe no possibility of countermeasure on CCC.
Or they could admit absolute necessity of the operations,but they could not explain
the concrete implementations(This fact is also applicable for author-himself).
Or they has been in false belief that IPCC would have done it well
However,to surprise for amateur people, there are nothing absolute difficulty due to
something absolute principles for the countermeasure(the operations)against CCC{(0)⑴
⑵⑶}. Off course this is not so easy ,and this must be proved exactly.
From view of actual emergency, ⑶ is the highest priority.Once we encounter massive
methane eruption from Arctic,none would be reliefed. In other word,so long as preventing
the catastrophe,,life on the earth could be possible. Arctic would determine our fate !!!.
☞:Conscience scientists has been accusing this fatal fact,while most of science society
has been silent(or innocent) on this most deadly fact .This too serious fact is decisive
that now world has been being destined toward total extinction event by the ruler.

The details could be seen in APPENDIX.
(0)Establishing global concensus by overwhelming judgment by science.
This is possible by principle,
⑴Saving enough foods and water for global people in unprecedent era.
This is possible by principle.
⑵Emergent more than 80% CO2 cutting to prevent temperature rise.
This is possible by principle.
⑶Arctic Cooling Geo-Engineering to prevent Methane Catastrophe.
This is possible by a trial calculation on “cooling unit counting”.

(0)Establishing global concensus by Overwhelming Judgment by Science.
This is possible by principle, but someone has been interfering.
＊The scientifical basis:Goedel’s completeness Theorem:
A truth is provable to be unique.Or a realization is always unique in past and future.
It is impossible to realize A and not A simultaneously(non-contradiction).
At least as for axiomatic theory system,true is unique. which is overwhelming judgment
Climate science is rather fluctuational due to many chaotic factors in actual sample
observing,however a global long years prediction could be determined unique with finite
uncertainty. To tell very coarsely by common sense,so long as temperature rise by nothing
countermeasure,global climate become more wild to cause foods-water deficit with
infrastructure destruction at everwhere in most of years by global heat increasing,
<Imagine water kettle heated by fire,which is to become chaotic motion in it.as time goes>
and to trigger Arctic Methane Catastrophe at last within few decades.It is 100% evident
that in such situation of no operation,we would be extincted by anyway.
This(0) is difficult and drastic political-economical regime change(global revolution).
However,the exact recognition by overwhelming judgment on the deadly climate state could
determine “unique global policy to overcome CCC”.It is just only for this aim.
This(0) is difficult and drastic political-economical regime change(global revolution).
However,the exact recognition by overwhelming judgment on the deadly climate state could
determine “unique global policy to overcome CCC”.It is just only for this aim.
⑴Saving enough foods and water for global people in unprecedent era.
This is possible by principle.however become difficult as temperature rise on.
⒜Please consult with climate changing agriculture economists and engineers.
⒝Maybe massive underground housing would be necessary in coming tough years,
Underground is very stable in temperature and safety against climate violence,but it is very
expensive(also cheap,but tough enough for ancient and war-time peoples !!!).So also we
should consult with civil engineers and architects.
⒞Please consult with phycologists,philosophers,religionists,and artists for mental care and
skill in outrageous and tough long years surviving.
⒟World Head Quoter for global climate policy operations
http://www.777true.net/OPERATION-GLOBAL-RAMADAN.pdf
We should consider climate crisis is an extraordinal long years war.
To overcome war,there must be general head quoter to command toward troops.

⑵Emergent more than 80% CO2 cutting to prevent temperature rise.
This is possible by principle.
When we relate with researching non-carbon energy,there seems to be tremendous
Invention possibility,which has been hiding to reveal to global public by oil business.
Unless them,the world would be changed to another healthy one.
⒜Ideal 0 emission simulation conclude about 0.3℃rise/~in about 30years
http://www.777true.net/EGT5.pdf
Why is the operation emergent ?. Even about 0.3℃ rise could not be told safe.
As for 1℃ rise(IPCC),it is much less safe.
http://www.777true.net/1C-TEMPERATURE-RISE.pdf
http://www.777true.net/0.1C-Temperature-Rise-could-cause-Climate-Wild.pdf
However,so long as preventing Arctic methane catastrophe,,life on the earth could be
possible.
⒝Decisive alternative energy technology are here.
http://www.777true.net/Part_6_non-carbon-Engineering.pdf
If we allow it best that everyone scarcely could eat,that is,we don’t want any more luxury
life style,we could manage minimum necessary energy source to survive.This problem
entirely rely on your effort and skill in invention.
⒞Global operation on deserts and marine forestization to sink CO2.
This operation is also increasing foods and water production.
This is also important operation to shorten tough RAMADAN years
⒟Research and developing artificial massive carbon sink technology
⒠Necessity of global massive emigration policy.
(people would become brigade soldiers by regional climate conditions):
In ancient famine era,people were to emigrate due to regional foods and water condition.
Heat energy in winter northern nations are not negligible.Then we could not help to consider
on necessity of global massive emigration policy:Note climate crisis is more than war !!!.
In order to survive, such deed is reasonable.You must think so.Or you must opt to die.

⑶Arctic Cooling Geo-Engineering to prevent Methane Catastrophe.
This is possible by a trial calculation on “cooling unit counting”.See (P36~38/4).
http://www.777true.net/non-ipcc-Climatology-toward-Coming-Climate-Crisis.pdf
So long as we could prevent Arctic Methane Catastrophe,life on earth could be.
This decisive fact to confirm is, it is the most highest priority operation !!!

How much can we make ice(discharge heat)by sea water spreading in winter-.
⒜Recent years trend of Arcitic ice volume decline≒1000Km3/year
Arctic Sea Ice Volume Anomaly(PIOMAS)
http://psc.apl.washington.edu/wordpress/research/projects/arctic-sea-ice-volume-anomaly/
Now we must emergently compensate year's loss of V≒1000Km3/year.
If we fail,decline trend become more and more toward increasing difficulty of the operation.
⒝mass of Arctic ice with sea ice mass density＝917Kg/m3,
M＝1000Km3×917Kg/m3＝9.2x1014Kg＝9.2x1011ton..
⒞m＝total mass by water pump：10ton/60sec×(3600×24×120<winter days>)
＝1.7x106ton
＊pumping power＝Mgh/T＝10,000kg×9.8m/s2×10m/60s＝16KW.

⒟N(cooler units #)＝M/m＝9.2x1011t/1.7x106t＝540,000
N＝540,000.
“N” is outrageous scale,however none could tell it impossible.
If unit cost of the implementation is 50000$,the coarse estimated total cost is about 27T$.

1000km×1000km
×1m

M＝9.2x1011ton..

⒠Dissipated Heat amount in freezing sea water(this is very little).
Q＝melting heat of ice×ice mass＋(0→-50℃)
≒{334.7KJ/Kg.K＋50x2.114KJ/Kg.K}×9.2x1014Kg≒4x1020J.
This operation needs outrageous global man and monetary power with extraordinal
technology and producting capacity..Author estimates that so called atmospheric geoengineering for cooling wide region could not confirm the stability and safety.Thereby,
it would needs on-land tough operation with outrageous man and material capacity.
People should imagine coming precious future world wined and established
by those outrageous tough global-cooperations in very long years by global utmost
ability concentration.Then the world would be unprecedent glorious one.
It is nothing,but rebirth of new mankind and the earth.

APPENDIX_1："IPCC” has been neglecting Arctic Methane Catastrophe
the most dangerous possibility since about 2000.
http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pdf
⑴Arctic Methane Monster,Saturday, September 28, 2013.
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/09/arctic-methane-monster.html
Sadly, the document contains little or no warning on the looming Arctic Methane Monster.
Yet, the IPCC fails to warn that huge amounts of methane, contained in sediments under the
Arctic Ocean, are ready for release any time.
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⑵IPCC’s Planned Obsolescence: Fifth Assessment Report Will Ignore Crucial
Permafrost Carbon Feedback!

By Joe Romm on December 2, 2012 at 12:24 pm

http://thinkprogress.org/climate/2012/12/02/1253931/ipccs-planned-obsolescence-fifth-asse
ssment-report-will-ignore-crucial-permafrost-carbon-feedback/
the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report, due for release in stages between September 2013 and
October 2014, will not include the potential effects of the permafrost carbon feedback on
global climate.
⑶http://www.indymedia.ie/article/103364
⑷http://www.ameg.me/
⑸http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/
⑹The Real Weapons of Mass Destruction: Methane, Propaganda & the Architects of
Genocide
http://www.climatesoscanada.org/blog/2011/02/17/the-real-weapons-of-mass-destruction-m
ethane-propaganda-the-architects-of-genocide-part-i/
⑺Why is the IPCC so wrong regarding their methane projections?
http://uk.answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20091221092156AAluMGh

⑻ONLY ZERO CARBON|Planetary Emergency Response|Climate Science for
Survibal.
http://timetobebold.wordpress.com/tag/ipcc/
⑼Runaway Global Warming—A Climate Catastrophe in the Making
http://www.zero-carbon-or-climate-catastrophe.org/runaway-heating.html
⑽IPCC Reasons for Concern
http://www.climate-change-emergency-medical-response.org/ipcc-reasons-for-concern.html
Unfortunately, they leave out the grandfather of all concerns: Arctic carbon feedbacks.......
None of the carbon feedbacks is included in the models chosen by the IPCC for the crucial
most likely global temperature increase projections. The feedback danger is not included in
the IPCC reasons for concern.The most dangerous carbon feedbacks by far are from
thawing permafrost in the Arctic and subsea coastal methane hydrates, which will
destabilize with global warming.
⑾Climate change likely to be more devastating than experts predicted
http://www.sciencecentric.com/news/09021506-climate-change-likely-be-more-devast
ating-than-experts-predicted.html

APPENDIX_2：Singular Economy by “Central Banks”.
Central Bank(CB)can print money as “own debt “by any much.The printed money could
be lent to financial sector.Then CB get the bond＝the own debt,which is in balance sheet.
The financial sector with the cash could by anything(such as housing mortgage) they
want,which could make market growth(housing price soaring). This case may be called
booming economy by finance operation from rich(?!), but not by real demand.
Another symmetric booming economy is market growth by demand for real goods from
many poors becoming bit rich.The latter may be historical ,ordinal booming conomy,
while the former was appeared recently after Lehmann bankruptcy. Financial zero sum
theorem states that “０＝Total Bonds－Total Debts”.
On the other hand,economy growth is monetary assets(bonds) increasing,while debt also
increases same amount. If private sector could not endure debt increasing,CB could take
bond increasing by printing money at anytime.Then what goes on if they would continue
the printing ?. Can who become the richest ??
⑴Too much bond price would fall down,and the debtors(government,..) might become
default. Then lenders would lose much assets which cause recession more severe.
⑵Too much money would cause inflation causing poor life more bitter without public aid.
⑶Nevertheless,richer becomes more rich,while poorer becomes more poor.As time goes
on,Winners take all !!,while Defeaters lose all ??,...........................

